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Colour Quest Animals
John Woodcock (Illustrated By John Woodcock)
Keynote
Colour Quest Animals takes colour-by-number books to a whole new level, with
30 wild and wonderful animals waiting to be revealed.

Description
Colour Quest Animals takes colour-by-number books to a whole new level, with
30 wild and wonderful animals waiting to be revealed.
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Use colouring pens or pencils to colour the numbered shapes and uncover stunning and
intricate artwork hidden on the page.
Shade in a magnificent mandrill, a colourful kingfisher or a beautiful butterfly, and let
C olour Quest Animals take you on a magical journey as you bring hidden gems to life by
shading in shapes.

Sales Points
30 wild and wonderful animals are waiting to be revealed in Colour Quest Animals, an
innovative new take on colour-by-number books
Follow the colour code or improvise with your own palette to colour the numbered
shapes and uncover stunning and intricate artwork hidden on the page
Shade in a playful pink dolphin, a resplendent rainbow boa or a colourful cockatoo, and
let Colour Quest Animals take you on a magical journey as you bring hidden gems to
life by shading in shapes

Author Biography
John Woodcock was born in Surrey and, after working in a large London advertising
agency after leaving school, he decided to further his art education by studying for a
degree in graphic design at Norwich School of Art. After graduating, John moved back to
London to work as a freelance illustrator. John has worked for many UK and international
publishers, as well as designers and ad agencies around the world. He lives in Suffolk with
his wife, two dogs and a cat and still enjoys the excitement and challenge of being a
freelancer.
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